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      THE INS AND OUTS Sarah’s story Adopted as a baby in the 1970s, then became an adoptive parent in 2003 I was born to a 16-year-old mother who felt unable to bring me up, so I went into foster care at birth and was adopted at five months old. My parents had one hour long visit and one sheet of paper about my routine to prepare them, which seems incredible now when you look at the amount of preparation adoptive parents go through. My parents always wanted more than one child, so they asked the agency they had adopted with to keep them in mind for any other children that came along. When I was three my parents went to visit the social work team to talk about another possible adoption and came home with nine-month old twin boys. No introduction, no transition period and no background information. The only thing they were told was, “Not to expect much, they’ll never get very far”. There was certainly nothing about trauma or neglect, which we later found both my brothers had been subjected to, and which profoundly affected their behaviour and development. By the time my brothers were two they were already showing worrying signs of developmental delay and severe behavioural problems. As they got older these issues became more and more serious. The boys could be violent and disruptive, and the stress of bringing them up was a large part of why my parents’ marriage ended. 30 years ago, conditions such as FASD and attachment disorders were not known about or discussed. Now we are far more aware of trauma, neglect and developmental disorders and it is widely acknowledged that they are suffered in some form by many adopted children. That is a fact that adoptive parents must live with. It’s one that cannot be changed, but by acknowledging it, it can be tackled and supported. We must always bear in mind that it’s not the person that’s the problem, but the things they bring with them. I have two birth children, and thought my family was complete, until it became clear that the baby my adopted brother’s partner was going to have couldn’t be left in their care. My adopted brother never really escaped the trauma of his childhood, despite the best efforts of my mother – and later of my husband and myself – and led a chaotic and 10 THE ADOPTION JOURNEY addictive lifestyle. It was never really an option to say no to taking on the boy I now think of as my son – he was already part of my family. The process to adopt was slow, invasive and often upsetting. The feeling that we could lose him was never far away until we were given parental rights. But would I go back and do it again? Absolutely! It was always the right decision and he was worth fighting for. It was so hard in many ways but to be given a little life that is now entrusted to me is a privilege that has no comparison. My son is now five, has just started school and is doing well. He is extremely challenging, Tip: demanding and exhausting and had we not already been experienced parents, I know we See www.andviolet.co. would have struggled a lot more. Post-adoption support is essential, and I wish there was uk for an insight into the more help easily accessible for my son. He knows he is adopted but his two big brothers realities of adoption tod aren’t and that will be hard for him in years to come. There are many hurdles still to face ay. for him and us all as a family. It is truly my hope that he is given the best opportunity to be whatever he wants, regardless of his origins and the difficulties they have brought him. Sarah’s story tells us so much about how adoption has changed. These days, you will never be in a situation where the only information you have about a child fits on a sheet of A4. And, although children needing adoption now come with more complex needs, this is widely recognised and support is more easily available. 11 THE INS AND OUTS Changing times, changing families How adoption has changed and what it means for you as an adopter 1. The children who need to be adopted are older and have more complex needs There are a lot fewer adoptions now than there used to be. There were 543 adoptions in Scotland in 2017, around half the number recorded per year in the mid-1980s, and around a quarter of the number recorded in the late 1960s. Single or unmarried mothers are no longer shamed into giving their babies up; it’s very rare now for a baby to be relinquished ‘for a better life’. As societal attitudes have changed, so too have the children that need new families. Most children being placed for adoption come from the care system. They have lived a life marked by abuse or neglect, the very reason they cannot be raised by their birth family. Substance abuse during pregnancy means that some children will have an uncertain prognosis when they are placed with you. In many cases, their adoption is contested by the birth family. Today’s adoption picture may be more complex, but what hasn’t changed is that children need supportive, loving families to bring them up. Adoption works very well for most of these children, although they are likely to have more complex needs driven by their earlier life experiences and may be affected by developmental disorders or delays. Whatever their background, they will carry the trauma of being separated from their birth family. A new start with you does not erase their history – you will carry it too – but don’t forget you won’t be alone in this. Remember too that your child will be more than a list of issues: they are an individual first and foremost, capable of many things given time, attention and love. 12 THE ADOPTION JOURNEY Profile 1 Chloe, 13 months ious giggle. She has Chloe has a lovely smile and infect place ment since she was been in a stable foster care s old and has deve loped stron g attachments four week happ y and contented baby, with her carers. She is a very ble and enjoy s and thrive s on interaction and who is socia their wider family . She is attention from her carers and craw l, eats well and sleep s throuough gh the night starting to about other children and getting out and She’s used to living in a house with ing difficulties Profile 2 er has a diagn osis of mild learn during the day. Chloe’s birth moth did not drink Le xis, 6, Amelia, 5 an health issues. She repor ts she d Skyla, 3 and possible undiagnosed mental or smoke during her pregnancy. Lex is, Amelia and Skyla wer own. e placed with their current black Zimbabwean, birth father; unkn carers last year, along Ethnic/racial origins: birth mother; Chloe ’s with their older brother t family . A family who reflec t hav . The girls Family needed: a one or two paren e a good relationship and tend to look out for one , or a family who could prom ote her identity and support ano ther . Lex heritage is prefe rable is is a bright, extremely tho dered. ughtful and caring ally white country would also be consi young girl. She lacks con her to live in a predominantly ethnic fidence in groups but one letter box conta ct with birth moth er. is a cha -on-one Contact plans : annu al tter box . Amelia is confident, cha prese nting addit ional need s. tty and likes Support: Chloe does not have any atte ntion. She is a cheeky everyone laugh. Skyla little character and mak n order. has a charming person es Legal status: Compulsory supervisio new people, soon beg ality and although initially ins interacting when she shy around and thrives on attentio feels comfortable. She n, with a winning smile. is sociable colouring and painting, All the girls like being outdoo enjoy music and like wat rs, Ethic/racial origins: whi ching Peppa Pig togethe te British. r. Family needed: a fam ily able to maintain goo lots of energy and willingn d routines and firm bou ess to spend time outdoo ndaries,with Contact plans: annual rs. indirect contact with birt contact with older sibling h mother; indirect and Profile 3 with a plan of adoption. direct Alfie, 1 year old Legal status: Permanenc e order with authority to adopt. tented baby who rarely Alfie is a settled and con he is tired ed or hungry. He has becomes upset unless s rs ers from when he was a few day lived with his foster care slee ps thro ugh and old. He has resp esponded well to routine to make loving child who is able the night. Alfie is a very . He loves to be a change or a feed it clear when he needs les. Although s with smi les and gigg spoken to and respond e 15q ws he has a chromosom a hea lthy bab y, rou tine genetic testing sho ch may have Alfie is alco hol pre -bir th, whi exposed to drugs and duplication. He was also t. tion s for his futu re health and developmen implica whi te Brit ish. Ethnic/racial origins: support network who und erstand ptive family with a good Family needed: an ado -ter m imp lica tion s. A family able ept the potential long Alfie’s diagnosis and acc lient. They must be con fident in e with unc erta inty and be robust and resi of adoption leave. to cop a sign ifica nt per iod ls and be able to take working with professiona mother; one-off letter-bo x contact t pla ns: ann ual indi rect contact with birth Contac with the birth father. r to a match being agreed . will be put in place prio Support: a support plan e order. Legal status: Permanenc 13 THE INS AND OUTS 2. The picture of who can be a good adoptive parent has shifted The pool of people available to become adopters has broadened as now the most important things agencies look for are resilience, tenacity, commitment and therapeutic parenting skills, rather than a ‘traditional’ family set up. There is no ‘ideal’ family, but any background or setting could be right for a child, as long as there is love and care in abundance. People choose to build their family through adoption for many reasons… I’ve always thought that I would be a father one day, and all of my friends and family at some point have said to me that I would be a brilliant father (big cliche but hey). My partner and I met whilst working in social care, and a big part of my career has been spent working directly with children and young people and young adults. So I have always had an affinity to children. We discussed using a surrogate, and we were both very honest about how that would make us feel. If one of us was the actual biological father, neither of us felt we would be able to cope with that feeling of not quite being equal. We had quite a few female friends offer, but it just wasn’t right for us. Adoption was the only answer, and it has been so rewarding. Jack and Euan, parents to a one-year old daughter. “Everybody goes through a path in life – and I got to the point on mine where I needed to have a family. I read an article about adoption in my area and it mentioned that there were 250 children waiting to be adopted. That was the start of everything. I got more information and found that anyone can adopt – it didn’t matter if you were on your own – so I took the next step and asked to be contacted. I went on a preparation course and was assigned a social worker.” Daniela, adoptive Mum to a four-year old son. 3. Birth families stay with the child, even if the child doesn’t stay with them For many years, it was a commonly held perception that adoption meant a new chapter, a clean break from a child’s birth family to join a new one. But talking to people who’ve been adopted and learning from their experiences means that is changing. Finding a way of sustaining important links to a child’s past is good for everyone involved, most of all the child. Children can benefit greatly from having a continuing understanding of their life before they were adopted, and possibly some ongoing contact with family members, without this undermining the strong, stable, loving relationships they have with their adoptive family. 14 THE ADOPTION JOURNEY Although it is important for them and their sense of place and identity, it can be hard for you, as their parent, to acknowledge and include another family in their lives. While direct contact is still rare, indirect contact is common. As an adopter, you need to be prepared to meet birth parents and write and receive letters through letterbox contact. You also need to be prepared for the disappointment of not receiving expected contact and the impact this will have on your child. Once again, this may paint a less-than-rosy picture of adoption, but it is a reality that can be managed if you are well prepared. Knowing their whole story, not just selected chapters, is important to a child’s sense of self and development, and by maintaining a link with their past, you are supporting your child to grow in the best possible way. 4. It’s now acknowledged that parenting an adopted child is different from parenting birth children Because children come to adoptive parents when they are older, and come with additional and more complex needs, parenting approaches need to be different. Parents may find that approaches that have worked for birth children do not work for adopted children. Tip: We focus on Traditional parenting approaches and mainstream education might not apply either. therapeutic parenting Bringing up an adopted child and parenting them in a way that meets their needs may later (page 44). draw criticism from those who don’t have all the information you do. Support, information and advice from other adoptive parents, organisations and professionals is critical in navigating the challenges of therapeutic parenting (or re-parenting). But accept this and you are half way there; information is power after all. Adopters find that sensitively attuned care means they become the parents that particular child needs. What works for one family may not work for another, but that is ok. “I have been involved in adoption work for over 20 years and have seen so many significant changes over this time. I love the fact that the basic premise is still unchanged. What I mean by this is that a child who, sadly, cannot live with their birth family, can be placed in an adoptive family who understands the child’s history in order to give them the best possible future. For me, that is the magic of adoption.” Ravinder Kaur, Trainer Consultant and one of the founding members of AFA Scotland. 15 THE INS AND OUTS Be prepared A senior social worker who is also an adoptive dad talks about how you can get the most from your adoption experience A wide range of people can adopt In Scotland today, you can adopt a child if you are single or in a relationship, married or in a civil partnership. You can adopt whether or not you have children already. You do not need to be a homeowner – you can be renting your home. You can be male, female, lesbian, gay, straight, trans or bisexual. In addition to these criteria, you must be over 21, have stopped fertility treatment if you have been trying to conceive, and have a spare bedroom. Your health and financial circumstances will also be explored as part of your assessment. What is perhaps more important is the energy, resilience and commitment to parent a child throughout their lives as if they were born to you. Good support from family and friends will also be needed to make this possible. Some things might make adopting more difficult, but you can work on them There are some things that will stop people. I have had some difficult conversations over the years. Usually from the very first conversation we are finding out if there is anything people flag up that might be a barrier. But if we talk about things that need to change early enough in the process then people have a chance to do something about it. For instance, if you were adopting with us, smoking is a definite no, but you can take some time to give up, then start the process of being assessed. Other than that, there’s not really a specific list of things that prevent someone from adopting, but we’ll look at any health issues that might have a bearing on people’s capacity to parent a child in the long term. Our number one priority is the children, and we have to look at how well placed prospective adopters are to parent children who often have had a difficult start in life, and who will require skilled and resourceful parents. That may sound blunt, but we are acting on behalf of children who need resilient people to look after them. 16 THE ADOPTION JOURNEY We do not necessarily view people who have had ‘perfect’ lives as ideal adopters. I often find that people who have already faced challenges in their life and overcome them have developed a resilience that makes them better prepared for adoption, especially if they have sought help and support when they needed it. If, as an adoptive parent, you acknowledge that you need help and get it at an early stage, then you’ll be more likely to overcome challenges. This is what I’d suggest to help you through the adoption process First, be open and honest; with yourself and with your social worker. We are not looking for people to show us they have led exemplary lives and will make ‘perfect’ parents. Having said that social workers know that we all edit reality a little to show ourselves in a better light! Check out your support network. Whether you are single or adopting as a couple, we want to see people capable of starting and sustaining stable relationships. We probably look more closely at a single adopter’s support network as it is more challenging going it alone, but we would ask all prospective adopters to think carefully about the people in their life that will help and support them. Prepare and learn, and then keep on preparing and learning. Read up as much as you can about the children who come to be adopted, and about how to parent them. Get involved with adoption organisations and try and meet as many people as possible to get lots of different viewpoints. It’s useful to hear stories from other people apart from us. Be curious and question everything. Try to get into reflective writing – this is a useful tool when going through your home study. I usually give the people I work with topics to think and write about and then we talk about them afterwards. Some people find this part of the process really difficult, others find it great and that it reveals things about themselves or their partner they had no idea about. 17 THE INS AND OUTS Think about your own family upbringing and how it made you who you are now. It’s useful to reflect on things like who brought you up and how they approached it, and whether you would like to follow the same path. Be prepared to be challenged Some people question why everyone else gets to be a parent without any sort of scrutiny, yet people who adopt have to jump through many hoops. But we are intervening in the most extreme way in another family’s life and removing a child from their birth family, so we have a duty to place the children with a family best equipped to manage any challenges that may arise from that child’s early experiences. By the end of preparation most people understand this – and a lot comment that everyone should do a preparation course to be a parent – birth or adoptive. You might be surprised that we want you to be very open with your children about their origins. The shadow of old views about a clean slate still falls on some families. There is now a presumption of some contact between the child and their birth family, unless it is judged that this would be detrimental to a child’s wellbeing. This will involve at the very least an annual exchange of letters. But as adopters you need to think seriously about bringing a whole other family into your life – one whose values you may not share. Maintaining the presence of a birth family in a child’s life has been prompted by research with adult adoptees. Many talk about a sense of always feeling something was missing when they haven’t been told until later in life they were adopted, which has then undermined their trust in everything. Also, for more practical reasons, it’s useful to know of any medical conditions that might develop in the family and impact on your child, as some things don’t manifest until later in life. You’ll play a very important role in giving your child a sense of identity and where they came from. You need to tell the truth about where they came from and their story, so they don’t make up a narrative of their own. You must make it clear to your child that they can talk about their birth family and you will not be offended or hurt by this – even if you find it hard – they may keep quiet for fear of hurting you and leave an important part of their lives unexplored, or do so without your support. 18 THE ADOPTION JOURNEY Take your family on your journey with you It is important to involve your family and close friends in your journey. People choose different stages of the adoption process to involve their family, but it is important for them to understand how they can best support you, and to manage their expectations about a child joining their family through adoption. Recently I was lucky enough to be invited to a family BBQ by a couple I was assessing, which gave me the opportunity to talk to all the key people in that family’s support network. After the BBQ we showed a few short video clips about adoption support, and then had a ‘Q&A’ session so that the family could ask me anything that they wanted to know about adoption. I found this experience really helpful, and I think the family did too. We are here to guide you through the process The preparation groups are a chance for you to find out more about the reality of adoption in Scotland today, and work out whether you want to go ahead with your plans to adopt. They are designed to give you a sense of what you are letting yourself in for and what support you will be able to access in the future. Some of you may decide to further develop your skills or capacity in certain areas and come back to the process at a later date. Most people tend to be keen to move onto the next stage of the process straight away. My role as a social worker is to explain as best I can all the ins and outs of adoption and help you access as much information as possible. Some adopters comment that we end up knowing them better than they know themselves; I’m not sure about that, but we will certainly get you to a place where you know yourself inside-out. 19 THE ADOPTION JOURNEY What was your social worker like? Adopters tell us about their impressions and experiences of social workers... “ Our main social worker “ Your social worker – someone was just excellent you’ve never met before and we do consider her to be a friend now (a bit cheesy who ends up knowing more about you than anyone else! but true). It’s so important to have a strong and trusting She was strict, serious, but lovely. She came every week relationship with your social worker who does the and talked each time on a different topic – work, family, love, assessment, as they get to know you and your family travels. You build a relationship with them – not a friendship. very, very well. We made our adoption official and got They know everything about you, but you know very little married on the same day, so our social worker was able about them. It can be hard as it’s very one-way. I understand to pop next door and be a witness at our wedding. now why that’s the case but at times it was hard.” That’s how much she means to us and how much of Daniela. an important part she played in helping us create a family.” Jack and Euan. “ From the very first phone call, right up to now Tip: Watch this clip (nearly three years after adopting) I’ve felt supported. about reversible thinkin My social worker was like a professional friend. It all felt very g– relaxed, and she took things at my pace. She was very things can change informative and stayed with me all the way through.” www.familiesoutside.o rg.uk/ Rebecca. reversible-thinking-vide o Helpful resources… Related by Adoption, a handbook for grandparents and other relatives by Hedi Argent. Check out Open Nest (www.theopennest.co.uk) – they have lots of useful clips to share with family and friends about adoption – such as Brighter Thinking. 20 THE ADOPTION JOURNEY 21 THE NUTS AND BOLTS First steps Finding an agency, application, preparation Where to start Talk. Research. Talk some more. That’s what you need to do first when thinking about adoption. If you have a friend or a family member that has experience of adoption, grill them for information. Or call Adoption UK’s helpline for a chat. They know all about the ins and outs of adoption. They say forewarned is forearmed, and it’s apt when we’re talking adoption. We’ve added a list of reading material on the next page, to help you get started. When you make initial enquiries with an agency, you might be surprised at what they ask you: questions tend to get personal quickly. This is to be certain that you qualify at a very basic level to explore adoption. Our advice is to embrace the process, be open and honest, and be prepared to answer and ask a lot of questions. Who can you adopt with in Scotland? There are 32 local authorities in Scotland that offer adoption services. There are also four voluntary agencies that do the same: Scottish Adoption, St. Andrew’s Children’s Society, Barnardo’s Scotland Adoption Placement Services and St. Margaret’s Children and Family Care Society. It’s worth comparing what each agency offers and talking to people from at least a couple of them. One might be a better fit for you than another. To find out more about the different agencies available, use the ‘find an agency’ resource on Scotland’s Adoption Register website. www.scotlandsadoptionregister.org.uk/find-an-agency 22 THE ADOPTION JOURNEY Applying Agencies usually ask you to complete two stages of application – something like an initial interest form, which has basic information – and then a more detailed application form. You’ll be asked to provide references. These might not be used straight away but they will be called on at some point in the process. Don’t feel that this part of the process is out of your hands: ask your social worker what you can do to get involved and help the application along. It’s a good idea to prepare the people you’ve put forward as referees too, to give them an idea of the things they may be asked to talk about. Preparation Anyone considering adoption must go through the preparation process. It will help “Someone phoned me after you get to know about the realities of adoption and how prepared you are to deal with Christmas. She was very friendly. them. It will give you an insight into the children who are awaiting adoption, to their Too friendly! She asked a lot backgrounds and the trauma they may have suffered, and what qualities you need as of personal questions. At the time a person to parent an adopted child. And, perhaps most useful of all, it gives you a it felt quite invasive but looking chance to meet other people going through the same thing as you, and people who’ve back I can see it was just a been there before. We’re often told that some of the most valuable information gained part of the process: she wanted from preparation is that shared by people who’ve already adopted. A lot of the to make sure no one was wasting information you hear will be difficult. Sometimes it will seem unreal, as you can’t yet their time. She also explained relate it to a child you are trying to bring up. Hold on to what you find out, as you may a lot about adoption.” need it later. What might seem irrelevant or distant now will come sharply into focus Daniela, adoptive Mum when you have a child in your life who needs you. to a four-year old boy. At the end of your preparation course, the decision to move on to the next stage – formal home visits and assessments – is a mutual one made by you and the agency you are working with. 23 THE NUTS AND BOLTS Checks and balances What information your agencies will gather on you Disclosure Scotland “What I learned at the Agencies will apply for an enhanced police check for each applicant and adult member preparation groups was really of your household. This will tell them about any convictions you have had in Scotland. unexpected. There was a lot (They will also ask for a check to be completed in the relevant country if you have lived of information about the science outside Scotland as an adult). The police check is simply to confirm that you have no behind how children grow and convictions or cautions that would prevent you from being an adoptive parent. Remember, how they come to be damaged having past convictions doesn’t necessarily exclude you, but it is important that you share by what happens in their early anything that might come up with your adoption agency. They can then work through any lives. I was nervous to start potential issues with you. with, but half an hour into the first group I was totally Health checks at ease and decided to just go Children need adoptive parents who are physically and emotionally well and able to cope with it and learn as much as with the rigours of parenting. Your GP will share the report they write on your health with the I could. I also tried to educate agency’s Medical Advisor, who will then talk to you and your social worker about any health the rest of the family about what issues that might impact on your suitability to adopt. I was learning, about trauma and how it affected people. Employment history and references Your agency will ask for an employment reference and possibly references from previous You can’t go into the process employers; these are particularly relevant if you have worked with children or vulnerable with a child in your mind – adults. They will let you know when they are going to do this, so you have a chance to talk you have to go into it and learn to your employer first and let them know of your plans. Your agency will also carry out about adoption and how to a financial assessment to make sure you are able to offer a safe and secure placement for incorporate another person into any child you are matched with. your family. Follow the process and put the work in.” Local Authority check Rebecca, adoptive Mum Tip: Look on YouTube to Julia, three and a half. Your agency will check if you have had contact with your for anything by local authority in the areas you have lived since the age Daniel (Dan) Hughes, of 16 years. Sarah Naish, Kim Goulding or Bryan Post. 24 THE ADOPTION JOURNEY Personal references Your friends and family know you best, so your agency will ask for references from “At the home visits they really them (including any adult children). They will visit some of these referees to ask about do get to know you well, probably the qualities you could bring to being an adoptive parent. better than you know yourself or anyone else. Some things we Previous partners talked about were things we If you have been married before or were in a long-term partnership, your agency ourselves had never discussed. will usually contact your former partner to confirm there is no reason why you should I remember someone at the not adopt. This may feel intrusive, but it is a normal part of the process. Talk to your preparation group asked why social worker if you have any worries and be open with them about your concerns. the questions and the home study were so in depth. They Other checks explained that you would If you have children already, your agency will ask their health visitor, nursery or school most likely be matched with for a reference. They will also complete a Home Health and Safety Check and, where a child who had been through appropriate, a Pet Risk Assessment. considerable trauma and that tackling this needed real strength and commitment as a couple. Your relationship would be tested, and you Reading to get you started… needed to know it was robust Adopting a child in Scotland by Robert Swift. enough to cope.” The Unofficial Guide to Adoptive Parenting by Sally Donovan. Linda and Keith, adoptive No Matter What by Sally Donovan. parents to a five-year old girl. Big Steps for Little People by Celia Foster. First steps in parenting the child who hurts – Tiddlers and Toddlers by Caroline Archer. The great behaviour breakdown by Bryan Post. Creating Loving Attachments by Kim Golding and Daniel Hughes. From Fear to Love by Bryan Post. Plus there are lots of resources about adoption to be found at www.corambaaf.org.uk/books 25 THE NUTS AND BOLTS Assessment Your social worker, home study, references and panel Home assessment “The last stage before the panel When, after preparation, you decide to continue with the adoption process, you will be is a difficult but necessary assigned a link worker. This is a social worker trained in the adoption home assessment conversation about who you are process. They will get to know you and your family and, together, you will spend time prepared to take on. We had a thinking about what strengths you could bring to adoptive parenting. They will visit you very detailed conversation with regularly over a few months, with gaps in between to give you time to reflect on what’s our social worker and she asked been discussed or prepare for the next session. This part of the process can take anywhere specifically what we could take between six months and a year, fitting round your life and the availability of your social on and what we weren’t prepared worker. Social workers often give you an outline of what you will be talking about at the to deal with. You feel like you next session, so you can think about it in advance and talk to other people. A lot of people are rejecting people before you’ve find this part of the process particularly difficult, as you’ll be asked a lot of extremely even met them; another rejection personal questions and made to reflect on some uncomfortable areas of your life that in their lives. But you have to you might not want to think about. be honest about what you think you’re capable of. We had no The home study will look at: preference for gender but wanted • Your life experience and motivation to adopt; a child that was under three to • The strengths you bring to adoption, individually and as a couple (if relevant); fit in with our son; we felt that • Your childhood, experience of family and views on parenting; a younger child was less likely • Your childcare experience or potential; to have had a negative experience • Your wider support network – it’s difficult to go it alone; and thus bring more challenges • Your understanding of the needs of adopted children; to our household.” • Your financial readiness to adopt. Mhairi and Derek, parents to Finlay, eight and Elise, one (adopted when she At the end of the assessment period the agency you are working with will draw all the was six months old). information you’ve shared together and put it into a report which is then presented to the Adoption Approval Panel. Tip: To get the very be st out of the process, be open and honest, and be guided by your social worker. Loo k at it as free therapy! 26 THE ADOPTION JOURNEY Adoption Approval Panel Your adoption agency’s independent Adoption Approval Panel will review the information “The panel: a big table with prepared by your social worker and consider it in detail. The adoption panel is made lots of people around it – very up of adoption experts and experienced adopters and is independent of the adoption intimidating. But I’d been agency. It is their job to make a judgement on your suitability to be an adoptive parent. prepared by my social worker The panel meet to consider all the evidence presented to them and then make a and she’d been through the sort recommendation back to the agency. You’ll attend, along with your social worker, and of questions I’d be asked. be there to clarify anything they question about the report. The questions they ask will After they’d spoken to me I went be along the same lines as the subjects you covered in your home study, so you should outside while they made their feel well prepared. It may be a nerve-wracking experience but always bear in mind decision. I was called back in that they are deciding on behalf of a child who has already been through loss and and told I was approved trauma – they need to get it right. unanimously for a child of either gender between two and five. You’ll usually be told on the same day whether you have been recommended for I cried I was so happy and then approval, and if you haven’t, the reasons why. There is one final stage before you are everyone else started to cry!” ‘officially’ approved – the agency’s decision maker must now decide if they agree with Daniela, adoptive Mum the panel’s recommendation and you are suitable to adopt. The decision maker is a to a four-year old boy. nominated person within the adoption agency who has the legal responsibility to make an approval decision. In most circumstances the decision maker accepts the adoption panel’s recommendation. You don’t need to attend another meeting or panel, but you will be told about their decision. At this stage you will have approval to adopt a child or children in a certain age range and maybe even gender. For instance, you could be approved to adopt a child between three and five, or a sibling group under the age of ten. The next stage is finding a child or children waiting to be adopted who would thrive as part of your family. Resources For more information, visit Scotland’s Adoption Register or Adoption UK’s websites. 27 THE NUTS AND BOLTS Matching Linking and matching, matching panels, introductions Matching with a child “I spoke toJulia’s foster By this point of the process, your social worker will have built up a very clear picture carers a lot before the panel. of who you are and the child you could bring into your life. If you are approved by a local They sent me a lot of messages authority adoption agency your social worker will first look to see if there are children and photographs. I remember waiting for a family within your agency. Your agency may also belong to a group made seeing her roll about the kitchen up of neighbouring authorities and your social worker will know of children within this floor and a particularly messy group needing adoptive families. one of a beetroot-covered face. Their support meant After all the purpose and activity of the previous few months, this can feel like limbo. a lot and I think having a Things may go quiet for a while as your social worker searches on your behalf. When they link with the foster carers do come to you with a possible match, they are likely to have met with the child’s social before a panel is an essential workers and foster carers and done a significant amount of research to see if the match is part of the process. It made right for everyone involved. The child they find for you may not be what you expect but me feel I was absolutely keep an open mind: a lot of adopter’s comment that their social worker ends up knowing making the right decision.” them better than they know themselves by the end of the assessment process. Rebecca, adoptive Mum to Julia, three and a half. If a local search does not yield a match, your social worker will widen the search. This is where the Adoption Register comes into play. The one question that stands out from the matching panel Scotland’s Adoption Register Scotland’s Adoption Register is a project funded by the Scottish Government and hosted was, ‘Will you make a good by St Andrew’s Children’s Society. Its aim is to find the best permanent outcomes for you parent?’ Well, at the time as a prospective adopter and the children waiting for a new family. The Register provides I had no idea! My social three main family finding services: worker was very supportive and even drove me to National Online Register the panel herself. I was Regulations introduced by the Scottish Government on 1st April 2016 (Scotland’s Adoption unanimously approved. “ Register Regulations 2016) require all local authorities and adoption agencies to refer Grace, adoptive Mum children and adopters to the online register within three months of a child being registered to five-year old Hope. for adoption or, for adopters, within three months of being approved at panel. Two-thirds of matches are made locally. The third of children that reach the register tend to be those with more complex needs or backgrounds. 28 THE ADOPTION JOURNEY The online register will allow you to view profiles of children waiting for adoption across Before our daughter, we had a Scotland. It’s best to work through this with your social worker as looking at it alone can provisional match with another be overwhelming. Your social worker will be able to view more detailed profiles and child, and this fell through. We provide extra information on potential matches. The online register will also allow social had made the mistake of telling workers from across Scotland to view your profile (if you choose to upload one) and our families about them, so everyone to get in touch with you and your worker about the child they are seeking a family for. was eager and excited, and when it didn’t happen we not only had Adoption Exchange Days to contend with our feelings, but Adoption Exchange Days give you the chance to meet social workers, foster carers had to manage everyone else’s. and agencies from all over Scotland looking to establish links and make matches. So for our daughter, we never You won’t meet any children but will get a chance to talk at length to the people involved said a thing to anyone until we in looking after them. Profiles, pictures and sometimes videos of children are shared were actually formally matched to give you an idea of who they are and what they need from a parent. Other adopters with her. And then (when we did who have been to exchange days say they are a really good way of getting a true sense tell them) it was a big surprise. of a child – more so than viewing a written profile alone. Jack and Euan, parents to a one-year old daughter. Adoption Activity Days Organised around a fun event, with plenty of activities and support, adoption activity The matching panel was even more days give you a chance to meet children waiting for adoption. Initially activity days were nerve-wracking than the original organised for children for whom other family finding methods failed but have now become panel, because now we were talking a part of the matching process for many children. Meeting children ‘for real’ gives a richer about a real person – our daughter – sense of who they are and provides a more reliable basis for starting to explore a match. and we had so much more to lose. Once you’ve seen details of a child and think that the match could be for you, your I don’t remember anything they social worker will arrange for you to meet important people in the child’s life such as asked me, only waiting in a small their foster carers, social worker, nursery staff, teachers and, where relevant, medical room while they deliberated. staff. These meetings are a chance to get to know all about your child’s life and what They all approved the match, and caring for them will involve. we went straight into a planning meeting about introductions and worked out when they would happen.” Linda and Keith, adoptive parents to a five-year old girl. 29 THE NUTS AND BOLTS Matching panel After you’ve been matched with a child, there is then a formal matching panel. Your assessment report (the big form that tells people all about you and the qualities they think you will bring to being an adoptive parent) and the child’s assessment report (their story – about their needs, likes and hopes, sometimes known as a Form E) will be considered and the panel will decide if they want to recommend the match can go ahead. You will be a part of this process and interviewed at panel, much like the adoption panel, but this time about a specific child or children. Tip: For more information Introductions on developments in Once your match has been approved, you then have a co-ordination meeting with foster pre-link meetings, search carers, the child’s worker and your link worker. It’s usually chaired by someone else who’s on www.afascotland.com not been part of the adoption up to this point – probably another social worker. Between Pre-link, or ‘bump-in’ you, you’ll come up with a plan of action to introduce you and the child to each other. meetings are a relatively You’ll take into account the child’s routine, your own children and their needs, other foster new part of matching and children who might be part of the picture, and any other factors like holidays or work. introductions used by Each introduction period will be different and worked out on the basis of you and your a few agencies. These child and what will suit everyone best, but the introduction period will be along the lines are informal meetings described in ‘The introduction process’. pre-arranged between you and the foster carers, Bear in mind that agencies are always looking at the best way to make introductions and usually in a park or a cafe – the process is under constant review. Keep an eye out for any changes or new research a chance to meet your to help you through this stage. child with no expectations or pressure for anyone. Read up on matching and introductions www.scotlandsadoptionregister.org.uk/family-find- ing Rethinking matching in adoptions from care, David Quinton, 2012. Ten top tips for making matches, Jennifer Cousins, 2011. 30 THE ADOPTION JOURNEY The introduction process Preparation “ The first meeting went well. The child’s foster carers and social worker will spend some time preparing them for Off the back of delays and meeting you. They’ll talk about you and anyone else they are going to be living with, show doubts, I was so relieved she them photographs and answer any questions they might have. You can help by giving the didn’t run away and not want foster carers lots of information and picture of you, your family and your home. to come out. The foster carer was great in preparing her to First meetings meet me: she was very excited These will always be at the foster carers house, where the child is on familiar territory. about meeting this new person. The first meeting should be low-key, short and not too hands on. We hit it off really well. It was a short visit to start off with, a gentle introduction.” Transfer of care Grace, adoptive Mum As each visit progresses, slowly take over the care of the child. Change a nappy to start, to five-year old Hope. read a story, help them with their lunch. Then build up to bath and bedtime, and a story before they go to sleep. You might have a trip out with the child and their foster carers, “No-one tells you how exhausting and then next time a trip out with just you and the child. Always keep talking to the foster introductions are going to be. carer about what works best for the child. You are absolutely mentally exhausted by the end of it. Rest day Long drives each day, early It’s important to build a rest day into introductions. This gives you a chance to reflect and starts, someone else’s house, review and to ask any questions that might be niggling you. There will be a formal review so you never properly relax. meeting at this stage to air any concerns and for a general chat on how things are going. And there’s no respite at the This is a highly emotional time, so any time not spent with your child needs to be spent end of it as by then you are recharging. You might want to keep a journal so you can revisit the experience in years two full time parents!” to come, and to help you express how you are feeling. Linda and Keith, adoptive parents to a five-year old girl. Home visit After a gradual build up giving the child time to get to know you, bring them to visit their new home. This can be overwhelming for a child as they try to take in a lot of new information. Keep the visit short and low-key, just like the first time you meet your child. Moving day A highly emotional and significant day! We talk about this more on page 36. 31 THE NUTS AND BOLTS Legal focus An insight into key terms you might come across and what they mean When your child first moves in with you, it will most likely be as a foster child until the adoption order is granted. Emotionally, practically and mentally you are your child’s parent, but legally you are his or her foster carer. This means that until Parental Rights and Responsibilities (PRRs) are transferred to you by the Court, there are some things you need to ask permission to do, such as going abroad or changing address. Amongst the emotion and intensity of adoption, legal matters may pass you by, but it’s important to be aware of the legal status of your child at each stage of the process. Your social worker will be on hand to guide and support you every step of the way so do ask them to explain the jargon and what it means for you and your child. It’s important to know what is happening with the birth family and whether they are consenting or otherwise to the adoption. While working to finalise the adoption of your child, it is necessary to secure his or her residence with you, during which time he or she will have the status of a “looked after child”. This means that the Local Authority has legal rights and obligations to keep your child’s best interests at the centre of their decision making. The following helps to explain ways this can be achieved and to get started, here’s an insight into some key legal terms. Section 25 – Children (Scotland) Act 1995 This applies to a child who is looked after without the need for an Order from the Court or the Children’s Hearings, if, for example, the birth parent has consented to their reception into care. Sometimes it is referred to as “voluntary care”. If the birth parent agrees to the adoption, the child may be placed with you under Section 25 while plans for adoption are underway. You will have been approved as foster carers to the child. Section 25 provides 32 THE ADOPTION JOURNEY relatively little legal security because the birth parents can change their minds and ask for the child to be returned to their care. If the child has been looked after and accommodated by the local authority for more than six months, however, the birth parents are required to give two weeks’ notice of their intention and the local authority can take steps to keep the child with you. If your child is already placed with you, the Court can consider whether or not such a move would be reasonable. Compulsory Supervision Order (CSO) – Children’s Hearing (Scotland) Act 2011 This order is made by the Children’s Hearing where, after considering a child’s circumstances, the Hearing decides that compulsory measures of care are required. In some cases, for example where the plan is for adoption, the CSO will include a decision that the child should not live with the birth parents but instead with specified foster carers-namely, you. The child can only be moved if the Children’s Hearing decides that this should happen. The order may also determine whether there should be contact between the child and birth parents. CSOs can only last for a year until they need to be looked at again by another Children’s Hearing. They can be reviewed within that year if the child, birth parents or social worker requests this. It may be that the Children’s Hearing makes a decision to deem you to be what is called a Relevant Person if they are satisfied that you have a “significant involvement in the upbringing of the child”. This gives you rights to attend Hearings, receive papers about the Hearings, and ask for reviews and to appeal the Hearings’ decisions. A CSO provides less security than adoption or a Permanence Order because it can be appealed, reviewed and varied. Where there is a plan for permanence a child will often be subject to a CSO at the point at which they are placed with a prospective adopter. This ensures some certainty while progress is made towards a more permanent legal solution. Interim Compulsory Supervision Order (ICSO) – Children’s Hearing (Scotland) Act 2011 As the name suggests this is an interim version of the CSO. It can remain in force for up to three weeks until it will be re-considered and continued by a Children’s Hearing or Court and until a CSO can be put in place. 33 THE NUTS AND BOLTS Permanence Order (PO) – Adoption and Children (Scotland) Act 2007 Only the Local Authority can apply for this and when it is granted, they obtain Parental Rights and Responsibilities for the child. Among other things, they can then decide where the child will live and, therefore, can place the child with you as prospective adoptive parents. The PO will have a range of ancillary provisions about who makes decisions about the child, such as what school he or she attends, or whether he or she can travel abroad. These rights can be shared among the Local Authority, you as prospective adopters and the birth parents.The Court may also determine whether contact between the child and birth family should take place. Permanence Order with authority to Adopt (POA) (sometimes referred to as POAA) Adoption and Children (Scotland) Act 2007 A POA transfers the same rights and responsibilities for the child as the PO does. The birth parents’ consent to the authority to adopt must be obtained but the Court can dispense with the need for this consent. Often this will be because the Court is not convinced of the likelihood of the birth parents being able to fulfil their rights and responsibilities for the child. Where a POA has been granted you will still need to petition the Court to adopt the child. You will not need to seek the consent of the birth parents for the adoption to proceed as this will have been dealt with when the POA was granted Adoption Order – Adoption and Children (Scotland) Act 2007 You may petition the Court directly to adopt your child without a POA first being sought by the Local Authority. You would instruct legal agents to act on your behalf to appear in Court and take care of all the legal requirements. For a child to be adopted he or she needs to be at least 19 weeks old and have been living with you for at least 13 weeks previous to the order being granted. Where the child was not placed with you for adoption the child will have to be at least a year old and have been living with you for at least a year before the order is granted. This would typically be where a child has been living with foster carers who then decide to adopt the child but where they have not been approved as adopters by the Local Authority. Legal terms and processes can seem daunting, but they serve a purpose. The certainty and security they will give to you as parents is essential. For more information, advice and support, check out… www.citizensadvice.co.uk/Scotland Adoption UK (Scotland)-factsheets on legal matters in Scotland. www.lawscot.org.uk/find-a-solicitor This website helps you to select a solicitor who specialises in adoption matters. 34 THE ADOPTION JOURNEY 35 THE TWISTS AND TURNS Moving day The journey begins… The day your child finally moves to live with you can be a very emotional day – happy Checklist for moving but also exhausting. You’ll probably be quite tired after the intensity of the introduction day Discuss packing with fos period and approaching the day with a mixture of apprehension and excitement. ter carers a few days befor The foster carers, while happy to see the child they have loved and cared for all this time e the move (so no-one has finally moving to their new home, may also be dreading losing them and facing the empty to resort to bin liners… space in their home and their lives. Keep other children who are not moving in mind, ) whether that is other children in placement, the foster carers’ birth children or other children in your family. They are all experiencing change or loss and will need support. that they Remind the child yo u later’ are saying ‘see Everyone involved should be clear about the arrangements for the day, particularly rers rather to their foster ca whether you will be collecting the child, or the foster carers will be bringing them to you. than ‘goodbye’. Make sure timings fit in with the child’s routine and you are not trying to move them when they are hungry and tired. The child should be told exactly what is happening and when. After the move, children who have been maltreated may revert to using the survival tactics which worked best for them in their birth family or when faced with previous moves. Remember that changes in behaviour may be due to grief and a reaction to the move rather than anything you are doing. While you should be prepared for difficult or clingy behaviour, more often children in this situation feel powerless and try to please adults. They may not seem at all upset and appear happy to fit in with any plans. It is important that they get explicit permission from the adults around them to be sad and to be able to voice feelings about missing their foster family, friends, pets and familiar surroundings. Although they may be calling you “Mum” and “Dad” you will still be a relatively unknown quantity to them. Giving children support to grieve in these circumstances is a way of letting them know that they are safe and valued in their new family and will help them form an attachment to you. Make time to look after yourself and not take on too much in the first few days after the move. It might be tempting to try to organise lots of fun things to do but remember that you will be in the early stages of getting to know one another and it is important that other things are made as easy as possible. Try not to overwhelm the child with too many visitors – people wanting to help could perhaps show their support in other ways such as making food or doing shopping. However, visits from a few close friends or family members can help 36 THE ADOPTION JOURNEY support you and provide some variety and a break from the intensity in these early days. You should have lots of information about your child’s routine and likes and dislikes: while it is a good idea not to introduce major changes at the beginning, it is also important that you have some flexibility if needed. Make sure you follow through with whatever plans have been made for the child to see their foster carer again so that they know they have not been abandoned. Phone calls and Facetime can also help if distance is a factor. Be prepared not to feel instant love for your child – this can take time. Talk this through with someone who can help put your feelings in perspective. Your social worker will have come across this before and will not be shocked. And always remember to be kind to yourself and not expect too much during this time – it is a huge change for everybody, but it is also the Allow your child to grieve start of your family life together. While this is an exciting and joyful time, it is also “The first few days? Terrible. He was crying all the time. The advice from the social worker one of grief for your child. was to build the bond between us and for it to be just the two of us. But it was hard. I felt that They have left behind I couldn’t do anything, and nothing worked. I wished I had someone there for me – not for significant people, places him, for me. I called my family and friends, but I was alone. I worried about how to make him and things to start their new feel at home. But things improved quickly. I did everything I could with him – dancing, singing, life. And don’t judge who is playing. The house was a mess and there was a lot of chocolate involved, but we got there.” significant to them – it could Daniela, adoptive Mum to a three-year old boy. be anyone from a teacher to a lollipop lady they used “When she moved in we called the foster carer daily for the first two weeks. to see every day. She couldn’t cope with uncertainty and if she didn’t want to do things she threw things at me. She didn’t quite understand what adoption meant to start with – she thought she had done something wrong at her foster carers and that was why she had moved. When really [her foster care placement] had been a great placement, a really positive experience.“ Grace, adoptive Mum to a five-year old girl. On the day we actually took our daughter home to live with us permanently, my partner got a flat tyre in the car. We had to pull over and wait for his brother to come and collect us. We had this screaming child in the car who obviously didn’t understand what was going on. I think we both looked terrified and passers-by must have thought two strange guys were stealing a child! We were under strict instructions to keep family away for a period of time to let her settle, and here she was within an hour sitting in the back of uncle’s car smiling away on her first day. Jack and Euan, parents to a one-year old daughter. 37 THE TWISTS AND TURNS Getting to know you The early days of family life – what to expect and tips for the first few weeks “Going from zero to two children After all the stresses and strains, the adoption ‘process’ culminates in a little whirlwind overnight? As much as I knew turning your whole life upside down. The early days can be joyous, chaotic, an emotional it would be a change, the reality roller coaster, memory building and exhausting. And that is day one. was sometimes different from my rose-tinted idea of being parents. To be able to enjoy this time with your child, then it is good to have some flexible plans in There were ups and downs. place. It’s good to keep certain routines your child has followed in their foster care home, Sometimes the children struggled whilst also adding your own structure and plans. with the changes and sometimes it was the adults struggling. Try to keep the early days as low key, quiet and boring as possible. To help you keep a Looking back on it now, there structure you can plan activities prior to child’s arrival. Activities such as walks to the park, were precious memories and playing in the garden and spending time making things together – baking, crafts, drawing moments being created for us and painting – can all be good ways of learning what your child’s likes and dislikes are. all. It couldn’t be that bad, This is the time that you and your child get to know each other, so take it really slowly and as we went on to adopt a third”. allow yourself to find out about each other’s little ways and habits. Lisa and Grant – adoptive parents to three. Don’t feel frightened of rejection in these early days. Your child is not doing this to hurt you, but is coming from a place of fear, worry and uncertainty of what is happening to “Julia settled quickly. I think them. Your child might also be grieving for the significant people, places and things they by Monday she was settled and have left or reliving past experiences of rejection which could trigger certain behaviours. not crying or looking around for Your social worker is likely to advise that you spend the first few months of life as a family her foster carers. I’d given up as closely knit as possible: “funnelling” is the technical term, and in practice it may mean work a week or so before the you are not encouraged to introduce any of your family or friends to your child until they transition and it had felt like have had a chance to build an attachment with you. Ideally, only you (or your partner), a long wait. But as soon as she as the identified attachment figures, should feed them, change them, bathe them, comfort was here, I felt that this was them when they hurt or fulfil any of their myriad other needs. It will be quite natural now my role and that things to want to share this experience with family and friends, as you will were complete.” undoubtedly be as proud as any new parent, but this is a really Rebecca, adoptive Mum to Julia, three-and-a-half. important formative time for a child. You’ll probably make life easier in the long-term if you keep everything low-key and focused on just them and you for the early days. 38 THE ADOPTION JOURNEY Funnelling doesn’t necessarily mean you have to stay in the house all day: you must do “Reality soon hit home though. whatever suits your new family unit. Trips to the park when it’s quiet, short walks, quick After being with me for two plays in the garden are all great for building up family time together. Equally, where the weeks and having lots of fun very idea of getting organised and going out seems like too much, home based activities she realised the ‘holiday’ are just as effective. The important thing is to follow the needs of your children. wasn’t going to end and she wasn’t going back ‘home’. It can be difficult for your family and friends to appreciate how important funnelling Things were hard work is in the early days. They are likely to have shared so many moments of your adoption and really up and down.“ journey up to now and want to share what is really the best bit – getting to know a child. Grace, adoptive Mum However, the best way they can help and support you at this time is through practical to a five-year old girl. tasks. This could mean anything from preparing your home for the child and cooking ahead to helping you with shopping or housework. Quick tips: • Be flexible. In much the same way as your child’s foster carers introduced you into their lives, you • Make time for self-care can, in turn, introduce your family and friends to your child gradually by showing them . • Have fun movements. photos or encouraging them to call or Facetime them. This means when they do meet • Slowly build up physi grandparents, aunties and friends, they are already familiar with them without the cal contact, affection overwhelming and potentially frightening or confusing experience of meeting many and cuddles. new adults at once. • Reassure your child that you will keep them safe. If you are a single adopter, you might want to introduce a couple of key people before your child moves in, familiarising them with pictures and information throughout the introduction stage of the process. This way the child already knows who will be in the “The first few days, weeks even, household from the early days, and you will not feel so isolated. we kept it really close, but when we started going out and about and No matter how intense and exhausting this stage is, don’t push family and friends bumping into people, we felt it was away. Make time for a call in the evening or invite them around for a quick catch up time to start introducing her to when your child is in bed. Also remember to involve the child’s foster carers where the people that are important to you can – you can call them if you are unsure about the way your child is behaving us. There were a couple of times we or communicating with you. didn’t get it right – such as when I got out of the car to fetch Most importantly, remember these are the early days of a lifelong process, and you are something and my brother-in-law building up a future together. It doesn’t need to be perfect all the time; family life rarely is. got in. To us it was just family, to her it was a strange man. She didn’t like men much.” Linda and Keith, adoptive parents to a five-year old girl. 39 THE TWISTS AND TURNS We are more than the sum of our parts Some common challenges of adoptive parenting – and why they are only part of the story Throughout the preparation process, you will talk a lot about all the possible conditions, disabilities and behavioural issues an adopted child might have. This can seem incredibly daunting but is a key part of preparing you for the realities of adoptive parenting. No adoptive child, no matter their background, will come to you without issues. However, knowing what to expect, where to go for help and information, and that you can work on whatever issues they come with, is a good starting place. Some individuals, on paper, can seem like too much of a challenge – too ‘damaged’ – but importantly, the list of conditions is only a part of their story. We are all more than the sum of our parts, as we hope these stories demonstrate. Rosie’s story on paper… a large variety of During pregnancy Rosie’s mum took and valium. She also drugs: heroin, marijuana, cocaine ral bones, then spent had a bad accident, breaking seve was born Rosie was a long period in hospital. After she re she withdrew placed in the special baby’s unit whe tiny body. She went from all of the drugs that were in her The person in real life… of two weeks. When to live with foster carers at the age Rosie is a bright and clever 12-year-old who has be adopted, social the decision was made for Rosie to just moved into her first year at secondary school. idered her to be workers involved with her case cons She is doing exceptionally well at school. She is to find a prospective very hard to place. They struggled very active, enjoying gymnastics, running and decision to adopt her. match. Her foster carers made the dancing. Rosie is a member of her school choir anxious about certain Rosie is hypervigilant and can be and attends Scouts. She has a large group of and Dad. things. She is very close to her Mum pals and enjoys regular sleepovers with her close friends. Rosie describes herself as, “Ambitious, honest bold and nice”, and her parents as “fantastically wonderful!” (This might have been said in the sarcastic tones of a teenager). 40 
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